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1. Introduction 
Let K be a group. Denote by Aut (K) the group of alutomorphisms of K, by 
In (Kj the group of inner automorphisms, and by Out(K) the quotient group 
Aut (K)/In (K). Notice that Out(K) acts as a group of automorphisms of Z(K), the 
center of K. 
Let G be another group and N be a G-module. An abstract kernel over G with 
nucleus N is then a group K provided with a homomorphism j : G + Out (K) and 
an isomorphism i : IV+ Z(K) of G-modules. By ca.>nvention, N will be written 
additively; K (and thus Z(K)) will be written multiiplicatively. If N is a trivial 
G-module, K wilt1 be called a central kernel over G. 
If K - VA G is an extension over G with kernel K, then K acquires the 
structure of an abstract kernel over G. A kernel which admits such an extension is 
said to be extendible. 
Basic results about abstract kernels can be found in /3], [9] and [Ml]_ Because of 
their importance to us, we summarize in Secticn 2 tRe definitions of two 
cohomology classes associated with an abstract kerni% One of these, the obstruc- 
tion class I(K), lies in H’ (G ; IV); l(K) vanishes if a. ld only_ if K is an extev?-able 
kernel. 
In Section 3, morphisms of kernels are defined and classified, and it is shown that 
under certain conditions a group G admits a universal central kernel. This result 
should not be confused with- the universal kernel constructed by Hill [4], who starts 
with a group K and finds a group Go over which K is an abstract kernel. If G’ is 
another group acting by outer automorphisms on K, then there is a unique 
homomorphism G’GGo inducing the G’-kernel structure on K. I hold G fixed tand 
show that there is a central kernel K0 over G such that, for every central kernel 
over G there is a unique (up to homotopy) morphism of kernels from K. to K. 
Universal central kernels are heuristically analogous to univeBa1 central ext 
l ns [8, 111. A group G admits, a univ al central kernel K. if art d only if 
G are zero; then the nucleus of is H3G. Moreover, just as the universal 
r a perfect group is the maximal ste , so a 
universal central kernel is a maximal stem kernel. 
B. Clmrad 
Stem kernels are defined in Section 4. For a group G with E&G = 0 = HZG, there 
is an operation associating to each central kernel over G a deri~d ker~1 with 
essentially the same obstruction class. The derived kernel is always a stem kernel; 
this fact is proved in Section 5 by topological methods. Abstract kernels made their 
first appearance in a topological setting in [9, 121, and algebraic topology has 
recently been an important tool in their study (4,5]* The approach taken in Section 
5 is to represent a central kernel by a two stage Postnikov system X with crrJK = G, 
rTT2X P IV, and with k-invariant given by the obstruction class. 
2. The obstruction and deviation classes 
A crossed sequence [c)] is an exact sequence 
where K, L!, and G are groups (written multiplicatively), N is a G-module (written 
additively), and J2 acts as a group of operators on K. The following relations are 
required to hold: 
and 
i(N) = Z(K); (2) 
l(k)* k’= kk’k-’ for k, k’E K (3) 
w -(i(n))= i(e(o)*n) for w HZ, n E N. (4) 
It can be shown that p is a-equivariant: 
(5) 
If K is a kernel over G with nucleus i : N+ K and structure map 
j : G + Out(K), one 1z.m construct a crossed sequence by putting (ft = 
{(a, g)~ Aut (K) x G 1 (r E j(g)}; 0 is then the graph of j. It is thus clear that 
crossed sequences present no generalization of kernels; conversely (1) defines the 
structure of an abstract kernel over G on K. For technical reasons, I often prefer to 
work with crossed sequences. 
To define the obstruction class, consider the crossed sequence (1). For each 
g E G, choose an element g * E 0, with E(g *) = g. For each pair (gt, g2) E G X G 
choose f(gl, gJ E K such that 
g:g; = CL ML gJ)(&g;J** (0 
Notice that, should K be extendible, we could obtain f as a factor set for an 
extension K - V + G. In general, the relation (6) can be applied to the two ways 
of associating the product of three elements g 7, g Z, g f with distinct results. There 
will then be an element Z(gl, g,, g3) CE Iv with 
C&?lml kernels mid the homology Qf @l?U@ 67 
il(g1, &s g3)f (g1; g2)f (9182, gs) = g ‘: ’ f (8% g3lf (g1, g2g3) 
and 2 turns out to be a cocycle-on G with coefficients inN; the cohomology class of 
I is independent ofthe choices made and is also denoted 1. I is the obstruction class 
of the kernel K, and vanishes if and only if K is extendible& 
A crossed sequence N >--3 K + $2 + G is said to be pr~~~~“(qne-also~~ys.that Y :%,:* ‘  1”‘,W; 
is a proper kernel) if, putting P = ker (6 : il+ G), the extension‘ N’-- & :*‘P over 
P with kernel ,N is induced from an extension over J’J with kernel N, It is thus 
required that thcrt; be a commutative diagram with exact rows, 
For example, if K a N X P we could take for E the semidirect product N 3 l2. 
Proper kernels,. in different erminology, have been discussed by R. Hill [5]. 
Evidently CL is a monomorphism and, putting p = E 4 : E + G, 
is exact, and K acquires asecond kernel structure over G, with the same nucleus N, 
and with a trivial obstruction .class. We shall meashy*e the difference between the 
two structures as follows. For g E G, choose g* E E with p(g *) = g. For each 
k E K let d* (k) E N be defined by the equation 
4ug+)” w = v(4 w?*Qw(g*Y-l~ 
It can be checked that 4 is a homomorphism from K to N which is independent of
the choice of g*, and that N CKer (4). de thus c +3nes a Z-module homomor- 
phism nB :Pd-,N, where Pab denotes P;I[P, P]. The extension 
Pd >--) In/[P, P] -W G defines on Paa the structure oI a G-module. Horn (Pob, N) is 
thus a two-sided G-module, and n turns out. to be a r.:ocyle in C’(G; Horn (Pabt N)) 
if the coboundary isdefined by using the two sided module structure. Define a left 
operation of G on Horn (P&, N) by (g s f)(x) = g(f(g”x)) for g e G, x E Ph and 
f : Pd + N. Convert n to a cocycle nit with left operators. in the usual way: 
m, (n) = nr (g-b). The cohomology class of m in PI’ (G; Hom(P* N)) will be 
called the deviutiwa &ass of the proper crossed sequence. If a ’ : K -+ E is another 
homomorphism with a’ Q i = v and A 6~ ‘ =I p,. then the resulting cocycle m ’ diff’ers 
from m by a coboundary ; conversely a cocycle m ” which is cohomologous to m is 
the deviation class of a homomorphism -;ir,“. .’ *: ej: ’ .-” ’ t .’ t : a ’ ’ ,, 
In the Lyndon-HochschildLSerre~spectfal sequetice for the cohomology of t,he 
extension P 2--+ 0-3) G9- m represe;nts:fan. element of Et’ = ,hl”’ (G ; H” (P; N)). Let 
&Z H2(G ; P& be the characteristic, class for the extension Pd >--+ a/[P, a] + 6;. 
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According to [6], d&r’) = - 6 U m. On the other hand, computation (see 812 of 19)) 
shows that m U 6 = I. Since s is even dimensional, d2(m) = - 1. We remark that by 
Corollary 3 in [S], 1 is in the image of dz only if the kernel in question is proper. 
3. Morphisms of kernels 
Let N, >---, KQ + fl* --H G, be crossed sequences, a = 1,2, A morphism between 
the crossed sequences i  a 4-tuple (4, f, @, @) of homomorphisms, uch that there is 
a commutative diagram 
and such that f(~ - k ) = @jo j - j(k), for k Ei Ic, and o E 0,. The homomorphisms 
f and @ determine 4 and $; conversely if 4 2nd # are prescribed in advance one 
may ask for a description of the set of morphisms inducing 4 and @. 
Lemma 1. Let IV., >---) K, + F, -n G be crossed sequences ovet a group G, ar = 1,2, 
where the F, are free groups with F, C Fz and &I = e2 1 FI. Denote the obstruction 
classes of the kernels K, arbd K2 over G by II and II, respectiuefy. Suppose J, : IV1 + N2 
is a morphism of G-modules. 7?zen there is a kennel morphism of the form 
if and only if @ $1, = l., where I,%* : H’(G; N,)-, W(G; ZV2) is the coeflcient 
homomorphism. 
Proof. If 2 morphism of the form (8) exists, it is a routine computation using the 
definition to show that $* I, = &. 
ConverseRy, suppose $ * I, = 12. Both kernels are proper since R, = Ker(E, ) 
is a free group. Let m, E H’(G ;Hom((R,)&, IV,,)) be a deviatiun class for 
L If & E H*(G, (R&) denotes the characteristic class ior the extension 
(R~>Q-J[RJL]+G then I, = m, U [a, ane 52= &&I, where 
b : (&)a, -+ (R2)at is induced bY the inclusion. Let 
p : Horn ((R&b, I’+&) + Horn ((R &,, N2j be given by composition with c. Then 
12=m2U&=mzU&,= p*mzU&. On theother hand 12=&J~=($*mt)U5~ 
and (- ) U 51 is an isomorphism by the cup product reduction theorem. Therefore 
#*ml= pa ~122 and this means that we can choose cocycles I+%, representing mcr 
with (&)g(r)= J/(fi‘),( t ) f or every t E (RI)& and g E G. There are monomorr 
phisms a, : K, --+ Na 3 F’ whose deviation cocycles are the Isi,. Define 
WN,d Ft-+Nmb~ F2 by Y(n,x)~(+(n),.x) for nEN1 and xE&. !P takes 
I)= Nt’=l RI into u&h)= N&?z; $ws.f L: I&-,& can bed ~defiae$ by 
Ups) = lP(a, ( ))* Clearly I pg d f = pi; “one &n readily verify i that f ’ is Fl- 
h~~~mo~hi~rn @ : G’+ G and a kern&K over Gwith graph a and 
shall construct an induced kernel cj!P K, w&&di is represented as the 
uencrt Pllrling the top row of the diagram 
as follows, Choose a free presentation c!: F -)) G’ such that R = Ker (E’) is not 
cyclic. Then construct @ : F -) l?! such that E 0 Qi = Q * E’. Let K’ be the pull -back 
Kx,R. F acts on K’by setting, for xEF, (k,r)EKxR, x+(k,r)=(@(x)=k, 
XIX-‘). The verification that relations (2), (3), and (4) hold is omitted. 
Lemma 2. Suppose thut the presentation E ’ : F 3) G’ is chosen such that, referring to 
(9), @(R ) = Ker (E). Let 1 be the obstruction class for K, then 4 * 1 is the obstruction 
class for 4 * K. 
Proof. Let u:G+J2 be a function with &ou(g)=g for all gEG. For 
g’E G’, (e’)-‘(g’) n @%#(g’)# 8. Therefore choosfl u : G+ F with ‘Cp ow = 
v 0 4. Choose A : G x G + K with p(h(gI, g2))v (g,i 2) - v(g& (g2) and define 
A’:G’xG’+K - by h’(g i, gi) = (A (+g i, +gi), U’ gi) u (gi) u (g Sgi)‘?. ‘lhn 
* p ‘A ‘(gl, g2) u (glg2) = u (gl) u (gz), and fA ‘(g L gl) = .‘I (4g L +g;>. It faow f&~ws 
from the definition of the obstruction class that I(4 ‘K) = c#_* l(K). 
Theorem 1. Let K1 and Kz be kernels over G1 and 13~ with nuclei Ni and IV*; let 
(B : G1+ Gz be a group homomorphism and I/I : Nl+ N2 be a G1-module 
homomorphism. If there exists a morphism (7) of kernels, then the c%bstk-uction classes 
are related by 4* 12 = (I, It II, where 
are the induced homomorphisms. 
Remark. This result contradicts Theorem 2 of [1], where it is stated that, assuming 
01 and 0, are free groups, the set of homotopy classes of morphisms as in (9) are in 
I- 1 correspondence with EI*(G1, N& This homotopy classification becomes 
H3(Gz; N& H3(G1, N&- H3(G1, N1) 
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correct if the additional hypothesis 4 * 12 = vvc Zr is added to ensure that the set of 
morphisms is not empty: see Theorem 2 below. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Construct an induced kernel Id* (K1) : IV1 ++ K: --, Fl * GE, 
using a free presentation Rt >--3 F1 --u GE and *I : F, -+ iill such that @&) = 
Ker (E,). Find another free presentation R+-+ F2+ Gf with Fz C F2 and 
a, 2 : 1’;; --) 0, lifting (b : G, + G2, such that Q2(R2) = Ker@), and’construct the 
induced kernel # * K2 : IV2 - i;ri + F2 --H Gl. Define f’ : K: - K: (recalling that 
KL= Kp xAroF,, Q! = 1,2) by f’(k, X) = ut,k), X) for k E K, and x: E F,. Then there is 
a morphism of crossed sequences 
The obstruction classes for K i and KI al-e, by Lemma 2, I1 and 4 * Z2, respectively. 
By Lemma 1, # * I, = 4 * &. 
The converse statement of Theorem 1 is false. For example, one could construct 
a crossed sequence N - K 4 0 + G in which all four groups are finite. There is 
clearly no morphism from this K to (id)* k’ which induces the identity on N and G. 
Theorem 2 gives a partial converse. 
Theorem 2. Let K, and K2 be kernels over G, and G2 with nuclei N, and Nz. Let 
4 : G, + cl2 be a grouo homomorphism and I,+ : N,+ N2 be a G1-module 
homomorphism. Suppose that the graph 0, of K1 is a free group and that 
4 * 1, = $ e 12, where la is the obstruction class of K,. Then there is a morphism of 
kernels taX:ing K, to K2. 
Proof. Let R >-9 F + G be a free presentation with 0, C F and let ,P * K2 be the 
induced kernel formed by using this presentation. We assume that F is large 
enough so that @ : F + fl, takes R onto Ker(E2). Then we have a diagram 
in which the morphism f i may be filled in because the obstruction classes II for K, 
and 4*Z, for K: satisfy +,Z, = #*Z2. 
IIomotopy of kernel morphisms has been studied by Cockroft [l]. We shall 
define a simpler property, relative homotopy, and prove a result similar to 
Cockroft’s. 
Let (far @*) : (K, a)-+ (K’, a’) be kernel morphisms, Q! = 3,2. We shall say that 
fi = fz rel a, if *I = a)~ and there is a crossed homomorphism k,~: a --$ -N’-such that 
i’h (p(k)) = j&Ifi(k-*), where p : K --9 32 is the Ganonical homoniorphism ,for K, 
and i’ : N’+ K’ is the’ r&leus of- @.‘ dbserve that if fi = fird@_tien, -putting 
& = (i’)-’ O fp Q i, #I = qz. * / 
Theorem 3. Suppose 
are crossed sequences and fhut J2 is a free group. 
(a) If (f,, a) and V;, Q): (K, a)+ (K’, a’) are kernel morphism suck that 
f pi = fp i, then f+ f2rel 0 if and only if’a diflerence class Ocfi, fi) E H”(G; N’) 
oanishes. 
(b) If (f,@):(~,~)+(K’,~‘) is a kernel morphism, and 8 E H2(G ; N’) then 
there is a morphism cfi, @) : (K, a)-, (K!, f2 ‘), determined uniquely up to homotopy 
relR, such that fioi = foi and 6(Jfi)= 8. 
Proof. Refer to t.he Lyndon-ehschild-Serre spectral sequence for the cohomol- 
(BY of the extension P>--, Q --)) G tith coefficients in N’; P = Ker(&). There 
results an exact sequence 
where 
H*(O; N’)-;H’(G; H’(P, N’)) -% H2(G; WI---, H2(f2; IV’) = 0 (10) 
the homomorphisms r and d2 can be interpr :ted as follows (compare 
Chapter III, 86 of [6]): Represent an element u E H’(n ; N’) by a crossed 
homomorphism h : 0 + N’. Since N’ is a trivial P-module, h 1 P yields a 
G-module homomorphism j : Pab --) N’ which represents r(u). Let e be the 
characteristic class for the j extension Pab - n/l. P, P] -u 6. Then for Q E 
H”(G ; H’(P, N’)), d*(o) = - 6 u v. 
If (fl, @) and cfi, 0): (K, a)-+ (K’, W) are kernel homomorphisms with fpi = 
f20 i, define a G-module ‘homomorphism j : &, + N’ by the relation i’(j(w(k))) = 
f~(~lf2uT9 where 1~ : K --) P& is determined by p. j represents an element 
vEH’(G;H’(P;N*)); put @(fp,fi)=~uv. 
Exactness of (10) guarantees that 6Y,, f2) = 0 if and only if there is a crossed 
homomorphism h : In -+ N’ which will serve as a homotopy from f1 to f2; this 
establishes (a). (b) is. similtirly~ proaed~~~y..~reference to (10). . , .-, c I . L 1 _j’/ - _ iv 1 
Suppose thatrd is a group wit&&G k ‘0 5 W;&;’ following [8] we @hall say that 
G is simply connected. I’hen H3(G; N)is-naturally isomorphic to Horn (H3G ; N$ 
for any trivial coefficient module N. Let lo E H’(G ; E&G) correspond under this 
r-atural isomorphism to the identity. Choose a free presentation R >--, F * 
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there is then a uniq,te (up to equivalence) crossed sequence, in which G acts 
trivially on i&G, 
whose obstruction class is lo: see [!I], Theorems 10.2 and 12.1. ]For the con- 
venience of the reader, we briefly sketch the construction of (11). Let 8 be the 
characteristic class of Rab 2--, F/ [R, R ) --u G. There is a unique dass mo E 
H’(G;Hom(R,; M,G)) with moUt = lo; let Rio be a cocycle representing mo. 
As a group, let K0 = H3Gx R. F is to act on K0 by the rule x-(u,r)= 
((fi&&r) + u, xrx-‘), for x E F, u E H,G, and P f R. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a simply connected group and K. be the centrul kernel (11). 
Let M be any central kernel over G, with graph 0. Then there is a kernel morphism 
(f, @) : (&, F)+ (K, 0). If (f’, @) : (KO, F)-, (K, 0) is another kernel morphism 
then foiO=f’oiO and f==flrelF. r 
r .- I 
Proof. Let 1 E H3(G ; N) be the obstruction class for the kernel K. Then I = @ * lo, 
where # : H3G -+ N corresponds to I under the universal coefficient isomorphism. 
Theorem 2 now asserts the existence of u, a): (KO, F)+ (K, a). The difference 
class 8 u, f’) lies in H2(G ; IV) = 0; by Theorem 3 f = f’ rel F. 
The kernel (1 I) is called a universal central kernel over G. 
4. Stem kernels 
For a crossed sequence 
let r2K be the subgroup of K generated by ((0 l k)k” 1 w E Q k E K}. If K is a 
central kernel and i(N) Cr2K we will say that K is a stem kernel. Stem kernels and 
stem extensions have some analogous properties; compare the following theorem 
with Section 4 of (21. Denote by l: H3(G ; N)+ Horn (H3G N) the natural map. 
Theorem 5. Let K be a central kernel with obstruction c/ass I E H3 (G ; N), and 
suppose that the gruph 0 is a free group. Then K is a stem kernel if and only if 
l(l): H3G --, N is r2n epimorphism. 
It is possible to prove Theorem 5 tdpologically, see Section 5 below. However, an 
algebraic proof is of interest, and we give one based on the following lemma (in 
which &I is not assumed to be a free group). 
Lemma 3. Suppose that in the crossed sequence 
K is a central l+mel. Then K is a stem kemd if and only if for every pa@ of mtwphisms 
tf’, O$ (f*, ‘;P”) : (K, lit)-* (KJ2& -where, (K,, Iraq) is qnbther &tiny! kernel;- W = 
@” implies f’oi =fw. 
Proof. Suppose K is a stem kernel and, @‘= W”; The function j : .# a--) K,, 
j(k) = f’(k)p(k)-’ factors through the nucleus i1 : IVIA K1 of &; thus ~;.K%F+ N1 
is defined, and an a-operator homomorphism. Since N1 is a trivial &nodule 
jl&K =O. Since i(N)CfX, 3oi = 0 which implies that f’ 0 i = f”~ i. 
Consider the kernel corresponding to the crossed sequence 
(K/&K) X N (iQi) (K&K) X K P’p_Qll,G 
(K/&K is abelian since [KS K] t&K: : k,kzk?k? = (p(k&k~)k?). Define 
f’,f”:K-,(K/f2K)xK byf’(k)=(O,k)andf”(k)=({k},k),wherekEKand 
{k )’ is its coset mod I;K. It is easy to verify that f’ and f” are both morphisms of 
kernels. If S(N)c&K then foi#f”oi. . 
Proof of Theorem 5. Suppose c(Z) = 0. By the univers:l coefficient theorem, there 
is a natural exact sequence 
o+Ext(&G, N)%?-‘(G; N)~Hom(&G,N)*O 
so I = q(c) for some c E Ext (H2G, N). Let 
be an extension representing this element c. Consider tl e exact coefficient sequence 
and let x E H*(G; HtG)) satisfy l(x) = Id : H,G 4 H2G. Then I = q(c) = ;B(x) 
and it follows that c+ (I) = 0. Consider the trivial kernel E x P over G, 
where P = Ker E ; this is the kernel corresponding to the crossed sequence 
Er-*ExP+a-nG; 0 acts ck’ExP by w(e,p)=(e,u,po-‘) for wE0, 
eEE,pEP.Let#‘:N -+ E be the zero map and +” : M + E be the inclusion.. By 
Lemma ‘1 there are kernel morphisms f', f” : I$ + E x*P inchlding 9’ and #“, 
clearly (t’o if #“oi. Thus, by Lemma 3, ..K is not stem. 
Drop the assumption that l(r) = 0 and put No = Im(t(1)). Form the central 
kernel 
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Since there iS a kernel morphism f : K --) K/No, the obstructiaon class lo for K/No 
satisfies lo = p * l, where p : N -+ N/No is the projection. Therefore c(lO) = 0. If NO is 
a proper subgroup of N then K/No admits keruel morphisms f’, f” : K/No-, K1 
with f’ 0 i,, # f” 0 iO. Then f’ of 0 i # f” 0 f 0 i and, by Lemma 3, K is not a stem kernel. 
, For ihe converse, simply notice that if J(r) is epimorphic then distinct 
homomorphisms +‘, #” : M --+ IV1 will produce $ i (I) f JI 9 (I); by Theorem 1 #’ and 
@” do not both extend to morphisms of kernels. 
Corollary 1. There is a stem kernel IV>--, K + F-u G with F u free group if and 
only if N is a homomorphic image of H3G. 
Remark. If N - K --) a * G is a kernel with obstruction class I and c(r) is 
epimorphic, then K is stem, regardless of whether or not f2 is a free group. 
However the converse is false for general 0, as the following example shows. Let K 
be a group with the property that its center N is not trivial and N C[K, K]. Then 
every kernel structure on lC is stem, since [K K] CrzK always holds. However, 
c(Z) may not be epimorphic: for example put G = (1). It is possible, however, to 
replace the requirement that 0 be free by a requirement that the extension 
N- K * P split, where P = Ker E = K/i(N). 
If E : F+ G is a free presentation of G, an abstract kernel K whose crossed 
sequence representation is N - K --) F -n G will be called an ~-kernel. There is a 
category %E of ~-kernels, whose morphisms are kernel morphisms as in (7), with @ 
required to be the identity. 
Corollary 2. Let G be a simply connected group, and E : F-n G be a free 
presentation of 6. A uni; Iersal central E -kernel is characterized as representing the 
isomorphism class of initial objects in the full subcategory of c&g whose objects are stem 
kernels. 
If G is a perfect group, .e. G = [G, G]; and H- E 3) G is a central extension, 
then [E, E] is also perfect. It follows that the derived extension i(H) f7 
[E, E] >--, [E, E] --H G is a stem exten&on. Now consider a simply connected group 
G with free presentation E : F-n G. lLet K be an e-kernel, with p : K + F the 
canonical map. Putting R = Ker (E), notice that p(f2 K) = [F, R]. Since HZG = 0, 
Hopf’s formula implies that [F, R] = R n [F, F] = Ker(& f[F, F] : [F, F]-+ G). We 
can therefore consider the deritled kernel&K, whtise crossed sequence represenra- 
tion forms the top iow of the diagram 
where N’ = i-*.&K is isomorphic to i(Nj: n & omomorphisms L, K, and A 
are inclusions, and i’, CL’, E’ are restrictions. Of course, if K is a stem kernelthen c 
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is the identity, and in generai, if I E H3(G; N) is the obstruction class for K, and i’ 
is the obstruction class for &K, then c J’ = L In the next section, we shall prove that 
a derived kernel is a stem kernel. 
I _.,Ji ,_ p I . ’ ::- _ ;. 1 ‘- _ ,/ 
/L -_ ,~ I ^ ’ I , LI ’ I - .i” 
Jlcti representation f kernels f 
1 ., 
Let /X be a CW complex and X1 denote the l-skeleton of X. Then the portion 
of the homotopy exact sequence for the pair (X, X’) is a crossed sequence: this fact 
was notice by MacLane [9] and Whitehead 1121. 
Given an abstract kernel K over a group G, is there a CW-complex such that (13) 
is isomorphic to the crossed sequence representation of K? Provided that the graph 
of K is a free group, we shall answer this question in the affirmative; but we shall 
not require X’ to be the l-skeleton of X. Instead we require that X1 be a 
one-dimensional subcomplex of X such that v1 (Xl)-* vl X,. induced by the 
inclusion, is epimorphic. 
Let E : F + G be a free presentation of a group G, and Iet K be an e-kernel. A 
CW pair (X,X’), where X1 is a one dimensional subcomplex of X and nnX = 0 for 
n B 2, is said to be a topological reppesentarrion of K if the non-zero portion of the 
homotopy exact sequence of the pair (X, X’) is isomorphic (as a crossed sequence) 
to the crossed sequence representation of K: 
Theorem 6. Every e-kernel, where E : F + G is a fret / resentation, has a topologi- 
cal representation. 
Remark. Variants of this theorem are well known. A. proof is given here to fix a 
specific construction. 
. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let X be the two stage Postnikov system whose k-invariant 
is the obstruction class 1 E H3(G; N) of K; X is thus the total space of a principal 
fibration over K(G, I) with fibre K(N, 2). Let f : K(F, l)+ K(G, 1) be a ,rna,p which 
induces the epimorphism E of fundamental groups. f may be lifted, uniquely up to 
homotopy, to 7 : K(F, l)+ X. Replace X by the mapping cylinder of 7; then 
X’ = K(F, 1) CX is a l-d’mension&l subcomplex..‘ Considering the non-&iv&l 
groups in the homotopy exact sequen& for (X,X!), we have a diagram 
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We can construct an isomorphism f : rr,(X, X1)+ K if and only if the obstruction 
classes of the two kernels coincide. It follows directly from [S] that they do coincide. 
Let p : W + X be the fibration with W = {a E Xl/ o(O) E X’) and P(C)_ = o(l); 
thus the inclusion bt : X1 + W is a homotopy equivalence, and p *h is the inclusion 
of X1 in X. Let V be the fibre of p. As is well known, rrr V admits vl W as a group 
of operators, and srlV is operator isomorphic to &X,X’), Thus the crossed 
sequence (13) may be replaced by the non-zero portion of the homotopy exact 
sequence of the fibration p: 
We shall consider the Serre spectral sequence EL, for the homology of the fibration 
p. Since the fibration is not simple, local coefficients are used. 
Lemma 4. There is an exact sequence 
and, if H,G = 0, p * is an epimorphism. 
Proof. There is an exact sequence 
Now, K,o is a homomorphic image of H2W = H2F = 0. Ed,,+ H2X, and 
E& C HIF = Fab. If H,G = 0 then E:,* = EyO = 0 and E& = H$. To complete the 
proof, therefore, we have -o show that E& = K/f&. V is a space of type (K, 1) so 
HIV = Kob. The action of G = lrr,X on HIV is the same as the action of G on Kab 
which is given by the kernel structure. Thus E& = Ho(X; HIV) a Ho(G; Kd) = 
K/Iyc 
Theorem 7. Let G be a simply connected group, K be a central e-kernel over G with 
obstruction class 1, and (X, X’) be a topological 
exact sequence 
roof. We use the Serre spectral sequence 
K (N, 2) 3 X --, K( G, I), which is simple since 
representation of K. Then there is an 
for the homology of the fibration 
K is a central kernel. There results 
an exact sequence, in which t denotes the transgression and v is induced by the 
inclusion of the fibre: 
O-+H3X--+H,G:N-+ X-+H2G =O. (14) 
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All but the initial zero in (14) can be found in [7]. To prove that E&X + H,G is 
injective we must show that Ez3-p = 0 for p = 0, 1, and 2. Now since G i; simply 
connected E:,z and E& are zero. E& = &(N,2) = 0. Therefore E&, = 0 p = 
0, 1,2, and this implies EE,-, = 0. Combining (14) and Lemma 4 gives us the exact 
sequence asserted by the theorem. The ,proof that the transgression 51 y(l), tihere 
2 is the k-invariant of X, is a standard argument. 
Corollary 3. Let C be a simply connected group, E : F * G be a free present&on, 
und K be un e-kernel. Then the derived kernel &K is a stem kernel. 1 
Proof. Let I be the obstruction class for K, and (X,X’) be a topological 
representation of K. By Theorem 7, Im (c(Z)) = Ker (i * : N --) K/&K) = N’ where 
N’ is the nucleus of &K. But the obstruction class I’ of &K sati&es G *I’ = Z, so 
t (Im(<(Z’))) k Im ((1) = IV”. Then by Theorem 5, &iK is a stem kernel. 
CorolIary 4. Let e : F * G be a free presentation of a simply connected group G. 
Let K be a central s-kernel with topological representation (X, Xl),. Then K is a 
universal centruf kemel over G if and oni? if K is a stem kernel und I-&X = 0. 
. 
Remark. Theorem 5 can be obtained as a corollary of Theorem 7. On the other 
hand, I have been unable to produce a non-topological proof ‘of Corollary 3. 
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